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alphabetizing, "Frost, Charles," before "Frost, the Great"; "Friend,
HOderic," before " Friend, The," instead of after as they appear here.

Completeness is the special characteristic of this catalogue. " France
and the French" cover such works as Adams' Manual of Historical
Literature, Brunefs Manuel, Cooper's Foreign Protestants resident in
England, Life of Pasteur, Smiles? Jasmin, Whately's Historic Doubts,
and others with equally slight connection. If this is a mistake it is
upon the right side, and must add to the value of the catalogue. We
hope that more rapid progress in publishing will prevent the earlier
parts becoming superseded ere the later ones appear. We shall gladly
welcome the future instalments of what is certainly a most excellent
catalogue.

Cheltenham Public Library. Catalogue of the lending and
reference departments, including the technical books; com-
piled by W. Jones. First supplement. Royal 8vo. 1893.
Pp. 71. Price 6d.

Cheltenham being one of the places where the library has benefited
under the Customs and Excise Act, technical books predominate in this
new catalogue. The work is very creditable to the compiler but hardly
to the printer, as the copy before us is so badly machined in places as to
be almost unreadable.

Peterborough Public Library. Catalogue of the Lending and
Reference Departments; by L. Stanley Jastrzebski. 8vo.
1893. Pp. xx., 139, advts. Price 4d.

The novelty of this work is that it is an experimental attempt to apply
the Dewey Decimal Classification to a popular catalogue, and while we
admire the compiler's ability and the way in which be has utilixed the
system, we do not think the readers using the library will appreciate his
labours, even though they are furnished with good and ample indexes to
guide them. The separate numbers for classification and for "call,"
seemingly rendered necessary by the use of the indicator, must prove
bewildering. It is a moot point whether it is at all worth the trouble and
care to classify on the Dewey system beyond the first two figures in a
small free library, especially in the lending department, when so many
books are, or should be, absent from the shelves. If the idea recently
advocated in our pages of transferring the librarian to the outside of the
counter and the readers inside among the books were carried out, it
would certainly be worth while to then classify more minutely than at
present, but in the meantime it is not We recommend those who cannot
afford to buy the latest edition of Dewey, and those who have not yet
made acquaintance with its many merits, to send for a copy of this cata-
logue. In it they will find sufficient to give a good idea of the system,
as it contains a print of the main divisions and sections.

Newcastle School of Arts. Catalogue, 1891-2. 8vo, pp. 355,
advts. Price one shilling.

From the " prefatory notes" it is ascertained that " in compiling the
present edition of the catalogue, the alphabetical index arrangement has
been adhered to," and that * this form of cataloguing is becoming very
generally adopted, both in England and America, and is found especially
useful to the readers of miscellaneous collections." In spite of this
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Leo. Dutton Cook,
——the Tenth. T. Roscoe.
Mill, John S. Autobiography.
——on the Floss. Eliot.
Mine is Thine. Lockbart.

King Solomon's. Haggard.
M i i Fl Ruskin.in.

Robinson.
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assertion it is to be hoped that this vtce-versd form of cataloguing will
never get much further into use than it has already, either in this country
or elsewhere. Every page of the present example lends itself to illustra-
tion of its absurdities, but the following will suffice :—

Administration, Indian. Lord Ellen-
borough.

Through One. Burnett
Alias, Paul Jones's. Murray T. Herman.
Alice Forbes of Howglen. Mac Donald.

Princess, Biographical Sketch.
Bacon, Flitch of. Ainsworth.

Lord, Life of. Dixon.
Bay, Brought to. McGovan.

Twas in Trafalgar's. Besant and
Rice.

Bow of Orange Ribbon. Barr.
Street, Chronicles of. Fitzgerald.

David Brewster, Sir.
Copperfield. Dickens.

Dead Cities of the Zuyder Zee. Harard.
Found. Payne.

Esk, South, Earl of. Saskatchewan.
Finn, Lapp and. Vincent.

Phineas. Trollope.
General Bounce. Whyte-Melville.

Garibaldi. Bent
George Canterbury's WnL Wood.

Cruikshanke (sic), Life of.
Great, Life of Peter the.

Porter Square. Faneon.
Him, Did She Love? Grant
Hunter, The Book. Burton.

Tiger. M. Reid.
Inheritance, Charlotte's. Braddon.

Natural. Gallon.
Isles, Hebrid, The. Buchanan.
Leigh Hunt, Autobiography of.

Lizzie. Gaskell.

g
Mornings in Florence.

in God, Noah's Ark, or.
Numtra Polreris. Ruskin.
O'Halloran, Hector. Maxwell.
O'Lowrie's, That Lass. Burnett.
P. Fairfax, Fortunes of. Burnett.
Part Music, Hullah's.

Till Death us do. Spender
Parish, A Highland. McLeod.

The. F. Anstey.
Shipwrecks and Disasters at Sea.

Kingston.
Matrimonial. Mankind.

Story, A Mere.
and its, Book, The. L. N. R.

Will, George Canterbury's. Wood.
He Marry HCT ? Lang.
Weatherhelm. Kingston.

Witch's Head. Haggard.
—Lancashire. Ainsworth.
Yatching in the Arctic Seas.
Yatchts and Boats, Model.
Years that are Told, The.
Yeoman, Stephen Lawrence.
Yes? Shall I Say. Somerset
Yet a Woman, lint. Hardy.
You My Wife ? Are. Ramsay.

Happily this unintentional humour has its antidote in quotations
from great authors plentifully interlarded through the pages, and the wit
and wisdom thus mingled makes the work both interesting and amusing.
It is only fair to say that this Newcastle is at the antipodes. Our colonial
brethren have yet something to learn from the old country

Plymouth Free Public Library. Index Catalogue of the
Reference Department, including the Devon and Corn-
wall Library and the Library of the Plymouth Medical
Society, compiled by W. H. K. Wright. 8vo., 1892, pp.
xii., 536, advts.

We regret that an accident has prevented us from noticing this cata-
logue sooner. Compared with the library it represents it is probably
the largest catalogue of its kind in the country, and we congratulate Mr.
Wright on the completion of his laborious task. Special attention and
an unusually liberal amount of space has been given to purely local litera-
ture, and this was to be expected from the leading part Mr. Wright has
taken in the advocacy of this important department of a public librarian's
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